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the creatures first tour of america was in 1987 and this was the last show on
that tour. this was a small club in sacramento, california download i dont want

to go out tonight. they had their first official american release that year,
kaleidoscope world 7 iso. they did a couple more tours in 1987, so this is

probably from that summer download download. this is the 3rd recording of
the creatures from their boomerang tour. this was the last show of that tour

and its probably not the best recording of this show, but it doesnt really
matter. ive had this recording for a while and just posted the audio download

kaleidoscope world live. this is a much better recording than the previous one,
but still not the best. there is a ton of tape hiss on this recording, but its not

too bad. siouxsie is a much better singer on this recording as well. they played
this show towards the end of the tour in 1989 after a few months download
bandsong : the creatures : live : 1989. the final is a one-off, a christmas eve

performance of jasmine from 1989 which is fairly typical of their shows in that
it alternates between long meditative ballads and short, snappy disco-

powerviolence. i really like that period of banshees history and that particular
kind of performance. the last show on this disc is a 29 minute medley of

jasmine, into the valley of the dolls, the jesus & mary chain and exile which is
a bit of an anti-climax. unauthorized reproduction is illegal under international
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copyright laws, and is punishable by a corporation such as sony music.
international copyright law protects this and other copyrighted material as the

intellectual property of the original creator. siouxsie and the banshees.
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i think the third album is one of the best banshees records, and it has a lot of
the things that i would say are gothic. it has a lot of darkness, but it also has a

lot of light. you can still hear the banshees, and that's the thing about that
music, it just doesn't matter. i don't think it matters if you're in a room and
somebody turns the lights on. it's the same concept of the guy in the car

going up the road in the desert. he's going through the desert and he's alone
and there's this little car with a guy at the wheel. he hears this voice in the

back seat that says, you dont have to go that way. go in this direction. go the
other way. the banshees were always a band that tried to maintain

consistency with what they were doing. they werent just a band of one-trick
ponies, they played live, they played huge albums, they always played the
same setlist, and they never toured outside of the country that they were
recorded in 2. after the banshees split up, i did feel a bit like i had a lot to

prove to siouxie. it was a big deal for us because we were a new band, and
people didnt know what we were like. after i started working with siouxsie, i

felt i should justify the fact that i was a musician who could hold a tune. it was
very important to me. i was a guitarist who could play this blues stuff, i could

play these electronic parts, and i could play these songs. i felt like i should
prove to people that i could do all that, i could keep on top of all the different
styles, because in the banshees, we used to cover the same setlist every time
we went on tour and we were able to do it in the studio. it was a little bit like

the cure, they were all from a consistent place, and you got to know what you
were supposed to do. 5ec8ef588b
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